RADICALISATION PREVENTION a MULTI-AGENCY COOPERATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estonia</th>
<th>The Netherlands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>1.3 million</td>
<td>17.1 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>45.227 km²</td>
<td>42.543 km²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE officers</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>63,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Vision of the National Police of the Netherlands

- We inspire trust by achieving results.
- We act alertly and effectively in every situation.
- We lend a hand in a committed and decisive way, aim to de-escalate situations, but deploy force where necessary.
- We closely cooperate with our partners in the public and private sector. They are our allies and we share information with them so that we can act in a timely and decisive manner.
- We are a learning and innovating organization; we have faith in our professionals.
- We are one police force: from local to global. We have firm roots at the local level and strong links at the national and international level.
• Permanent basic level of resources (&knowledge)
• Additional: based on threat analyses
• Comprehensive and balanced approach
• Multi-agency local approach
Comprehensive Approach

Procure information
Prevent attacks
Protect people and property
Prepare for an attack
Pursue terrorists

Procure
Prevent
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Prepare
Prosecute
Threat level 4

Threat persists
The threat is substantial, and the situation can change rapidly. The chance of an attack is real.
The picture is mixed: while fewer jihadist attacks have taken place in Europe, there have been attacks in the Netherlands by lone actors, as well as thwarted plots.
This state of affairs could worsen. jihadist networks continue to evolve, and a number of jihadists will be released from prison in the Netherlands in the near future.

Jihadism and Salafism
Political Salafism poses a threat to national security.
The influence of Salafism continues to grow in the Netherlands. A segment of the Salafist movement advocates and legitimises active intolerance and anti-democratic activities. There are also concerns about the fact that some adherents only half-hearted reject jihadist violence while others even condone it.

Right-wing extremism
The upturn in right-wing extremism is manifesting itself primarily in the use of more aggressive language online rather than in violence.
In the Netherlands the threat posed by violent lone actors is greater than that posed by larger groups. The polarised social debate could have an impact on lone actors.

Polarisation
The right-wing extremist fight against Islam and jihadistism is mobilising like-minded individuals and hardening the anti-Islam debate.
At the same time, Salafist leaders are seeking to spread messages to turn their supporters against Dutch society, thereby contributing to social polarisation.

Threat from abroad
Worldwide, the threat of attacks by ISIS and al Qaeda persists.
This includes attacks orchestrated or inspired by jihadists in Syria and Iraq, or elsewhere. Both al Qaeda and ISIS are building networks and cells in order to carry out attacks in Europe.

Jihadist movement in the Netherlands
The Dutch jihadist movement is focusing on recruitment but the threat of violence remains.
Its growth has stagnated, but the movement is many times larger than before the war in Syria. Following the collapse of the ‘caliphate’, the movement is undergoing a process of reorientation. There is now a greater emphasis on spreading the jihadist message.
Soft when possible, hard when necessary

EUROPE
Police In Netherlands Arrest 7 Suspected In Terrorist Plot To Attack 'Large Event'

September 2018

December 2018

Five men arrested in Rotterdam, Germany on terrorism charges

September 2018
PREVENTION

PROCESS OF RADICALISATION

activism

violent extremism

terrorism
PREVENTION

• EARLY DETECTION
• ENGAGED WITH COMMUNITY
• LOCAL
• MULTI AGENCY COOPERATION
• PARTNERSHIPS
• PREVENTIVE APPROACHES

Be aware of what is happening in society
Police meet a lot of people in different situations

- Best ‘eyes and ears’
- Best placed to recognise indicators
- Almost all incidents had ‘early warning signs’
- Increasingly important
BEST IN PLACE?

- Vulnerable person
- Family, peers, school environment (daily contact)
- Community, including religious leaders, police, youth workers, sports clubs (frequent contact)
- Policy makers, journalists (influence upon social context)
Awareness

Early detection

Assessment
You can only see things if you know what to look for

"Nine Killed at Historic Emanuel Church in Charleston, South Carolina."

18 juni 2015 – Convicted 01/2017

Dylann Roof, 21
ALL forms of Radicalisation

Rune Odal – neo nazi viking youth
AWARENESS FOR FRONTLINE PRACTITIONERS ON THE PREVENTION OF RADICALISATION
- Introduction
- General background and History
- Different Ideologies
- Community Policing
- Process of Radicalisation and indicators
- Islam and Jihadism
- Pre-incident indicators
- Internet and Social Media
Introduction
General background and History
Different Ideologies
Community Policing
Process of Radicalisation and indicators
Islam and Jihadism
Pre-incident indicators
Internet and Social Media
SACRAMENTO PREACHER PRAISES ORLANDO GAY NIGHTCLUB SHOOTING

DATE: 12-JUNE-2016
SOURCE: VERITY BAPTIST CHURCH / YOUTUBE
$0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 0$

but might sometimes be 1
Value:

Multi-agency cooperation offers multiple benefits when complex societal problems ‘overlap agencies' spheres of work’

Possible barriers:

- Legal barriers to information sharing
- Procedural barriers to information sharing
- No clear practical guidelines
- Lack of trust
- Cultural barriers
- A history of inter-agency competition
- Different mandates
- Different organisational objectives
- …..
LOCAL APPROACHES

- **The mayor**: has the authority for the enforcement of public order
- **the public prosecutor** for the criminal enforcement of the rule of law

In cooperation with the local chief of police they are:

**The local safety triangle**

For the multi-agency preventive approach on safety issues:

**The Mayor coordinates**

**ALSO BUS DRIVER?**
The Safety House

- LOCAL: Commissioned by Mayor and Public Prosecutor
- Different organisations: multi-agency case management
- Multi-agency assessment
- Individual approach
- Safeguarding: Pre-criminal phase
- Specific target groups
- Separate (stand-alone) database
- Legal agreement for information sharing
• Vulnerable youngsters (at risk of VERLT)
• Individual intervention plan (who will do what?) and
  **Who is driving the bus?**
• Police are one of the partners (limited role)
• Clear division of roles
Risk and Vulnerability Assessment Tools

VERA-2R
RADIX
RAN CoE Returnee 45
TRAP18
Vulnerability Assessment Framework
ERG22+
RADAR-iTE
DBK
IR46 (KIM)

Homegrown violent extremism Mobilization Indicators

Guidelines for the staff of the Police and Border Guard Board on detecting early warning signs of radicalisation

Multi-agency Vulnerability Assessment Tool

Police and Border Guard Board
DSP
Rob Out Consultancy
Co-funded by the Internal Security Fund of the European Union
EU project PERICLES

TOOLKIT DIAGRAM

1. Tool 1: Cyber Space Detection
2. Tool 2: Enhanced Platform
3. Tool 3: Vulnerability Assessment Tool
4. Tool 4: Family Care Package
5. Tool 5: Skills and Competencies

Policy recommendation and improved communication tools for law enforcement and security agencies preventing violent radicalisation.
Multi-Agency Vulnerability Assessment Tool

MULTI-AGENCY INPUT

MULTI-AGENCY OUTPUT

1 not
2 need more data
3 needs intervention
4 needs legal action

Multi-agency Vulnerability Assessment Tool

Policy recommendation and improves communication tools for law enforcement and security agencies preventing violent radicalisation
Structured Professional Judgement
ONE-on-ONE mentoring project

“To help people who are vulnerable to radicalisation or who are at an early stage of the radicalisation process, through the support of a mentor (recruited from the own community and trained) by supporting the development of the mentee his/her life skills”
ONE-on-ONE mentoring project

Training Life Skills
prof. Bertelson

Mentorportfolio

MENTOR match

Competences
Resilience
Critical thinking
Child returnees

175 children with at least 1 Dutch parent
75% < 5 years of age

**LAT:** national multi-disciplinary advisory team

- LAT advises CPB on the matter of care and trauma specific professional help,
- CPB integrates advise in their report and final advise to the juvenile court and Youthcare,
- Child gets care and help, tailored to its individual needs,
- Guardian keeps track on continuity for at least a year.
National Support Unit Extremism (LSE)

- family support
- individual counsel
- group contact with people who are or have been dealing with similar issues
- Exit programs
Support for professionals

Rijksoverheid

Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment

Co-funded by the Internal Security Fund of the European Union
Support for professionals
National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism
Ministry of Security and Justice

Wat is je vakgebied of functie?
- Jongerenwerker
- Opbouwwerker
- Andere welzijnsWerker
- Jeugdzorger
- Docent
- Andere onderwijsmedewerker
- Politiefunctaris
- Gemeenteambtenaar
- Provincieambtenaar
- Rijksambtenaar
- Ouder
- Wil ik niet zeggen
Training

- Basic training radicalisation and jihadism
- In-depth training on radicalisation and jihadism
- Information/training for the organisation
- Customized trainings
- School and Safety Foundation
- E-learning
European Union: Radicalisation Awareness Network

- Start of RAN in September 2011
- Initiated by the European Commission (Malmström)
- an EU-wide umbrella network of practitioners and local actors involved in countering violent radicalization
Rob Out

Trainer/Consultant
Terrorism and Radicalisation

Mobile +31 6 31744206
mail.robout@gmail.com
www.roboutconsultancy.com
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